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ABSTRACT 
 
Families control more than half of the corporations in East Asia (Claessens, Djankov, Fan 
and Lang, 1999; Claessens, Djankov and Lang, 1998). The contribution of family businesses 
to Asia’s economic growth is predicated upon successfully growing their businesses. Many 
family businesses in East Asia, spanning countries such as Taiwan, Hong Kong, Indonesia, 
Singapore and Malaysia, are Chinese owned and managed.  It has been asserted these 
businesses will never develop into full-fledged multinational enterprises because of their 
cultural heritage (Redding, 1990). However, there are Chinese family businesses that have 
successfully made the transition.  
 
This paper reports an in-depth study of five Chinese family businesses in Singapore that have 
successfully made the transition in growth, in size, across national boundaries and across 
family generations. Their business empires extend into the Asia Pacific region.  The authors 
highlight the key success factors of these five noteworthy family businesses that enabled 
them to make these growth transitions.  
 
Key words:  Family business succession – Chinese family business – 
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INTRODUCTION 
The 21st century has been touted as the Pacific century.  Those in support of this prediction 
point to the immense market in China and the Asian tiger economies identified by the World 
Bank Report, The East Asian Miracle (World Bank, 1993). Others, who for various reasons 
prefer alternative scenarios, provide arguments to the contrary. They may have been 
vindicated by the recent economic turmoil in Asia. Singapore is representative of a number of 
economies in Asia, whose economic growth has partly been the result of vibrant and active 
small and medium sized enterprises present in the economies, where the majority of the 
enterprises are Chinese owned and controlled.  The success of these economies will in part 
depend on the success and growth of the local enterprises in these economies. 
 
Of the arguments against the widespread dynamic growth, one that deserves consideration is 
the allegation that the Chinese family business form,  present in small and large companies, is 
an inevitable built-in barrier to growth and a restriction to size (Redding, 1990).  Redding 
drew upon data from Hong Kong manufacturing firms sector which showed that they were 
becoming small in size (measured by the average number of employees) from 1964 to 1984.  
He went further to state that “the first professionally managed and publicly owned Chinese 
multinational is still waiting somewhere in the shadows, and may, in any case, be a fantasy of 
the minds which assume all enterprises contain the same essential dynamics, and are not 
really cultural artifacts (Redding, 1990:176).”  He posits that the influence and impact of 
Chinese culture on managerial practices are significant, distinctive and pervasive.  He is not 
alone in this view.  Whilst agreeing that societies like the Chinese steeped in familism are 
affected in their economic growth by their culture, Fukuyama (1995:62) considers this to be a 
hurdle to growth - “familistic societies have greater difficulties creating large economic 
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institutions.”  If this view is true, the aspirations for Asia might run aground on the sandbars 
of  “culture.”   
 
This view is particularly troubling for Singapore where public policy is directed at 
developing local enterprises into large business concerns.  These local enterprises are 
primarily made up of Chinese family businesses because of Singapore’s history and 
economic development.   There is no official figure on the representation of family 
businesses in the Singapore business environment.  However, there are total of 106,521 small 
and medium-sized enterprises (PSB, 2000).  We may assume that observations in other 
developed countries that family businesses are the birthplace of most new businesses are 
applicable, an estimated 80 percent of the local enterprises are family businesses. Were the 
inherent cultural growth restrictions to operate, large Chinese family businesses would not 
exist. Yet there are a number of such “giants” in existence. Li Ka-Shing in Hong Kong 
(Taylor, 1998), the Salim Group in Indonesia (Sato, 1993) and the Formosa Group in Taiwan 
(Taniura, 1989) are examples of family-run conglomerates in East Asia. More pertinent to 
those in the field as family business researchers and family business consultants is the 
question of the relevant advice and assistance to be proffered to the Chinese family business 
firms in Singapore. If the Chinese family businesses are keen to continue as family owned 
and managed businesses, and to grow their businesses, would the correct advice be that they 
are doomed to remain small in size unless they adopt in toto the accepted prescription – that 
they separate ownership from management, introduce professional managers and divorce 
themselves from the management of the businesses. What advice should the academic 
researcher and the family business consultant offer to Chinese family businesses in East 
Asia? This same question might be asked in respect of non-Chinese family businesses, who 
may wish to retain family ownership and control. 
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The authors describe in this paper the lessons they learnt from in-depth studies of five 
Chinese family businesses in Singapore. The research objective was to discover the key 
factors that enabled these family businesses to grow in size, extending overseas and across 
family generations.  In this paper, the authors outline the model for growth transitions in the 
Chinese family businesses in Singapore suggested by the evidence in the cases. There is 
evidence in the cases to suggest that not all Chinese family businesses are destined to remain 
small.   
 
Related Literature 
Chinese family businesses, like other businesses, face hurdles and hindrances.  However, 
Chinese family businesses have been associated with restrictions to growth that stem from 
their cultural characteristics.  
 
Features of Chinese Family Businesses and Hindrances to Their Growth 
The unique feature of family businesses is the marriage of two normally distinct systems, the 
family social system and the economic system, in the organizational life of a business.  
Considerable research efforts have examined (Landsberg, 1983; Handler, 1989; Prince, 1990) 
the resolution of the conflicts that arise from the juxtaposition of the two systems. Whilst it 
would be tempting to conclude that all family businesses are alike regardless of the ethnic 
background, the literature outlined below clearly indicates otherwise - that Chinese family 
businesses possess distinctive features. 
 
One distinctive feature of Chinese family businesses that separate them from family 
businesses in from other ethnic groups is familism - the predominant focus on family ties in 
these businesses even at the expense of other social relationships (Kulp, 1925; Lang, 1946). 
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This familism stems from Confucianism which has defined the character of social relations 
within Chinese society over the last two and a half millennia (Fukuyama, 1995). Nepotism 
features in Chinese family businesses as they favour family members when deciding 
delegation of control, decision-making, promotion, appointment and recruitment (Low, 1973; 
Wong, McReynolds & Wong, 1992; Fukuyama, 1995:76).  Business succession in Chinese 
family businesses is by lineage to the sons, with the daughters benefiting in exceptional cases. 
 
Authoritarianism is another feature in Chinese family business.  Business tends to be 
conducted in the manner of the leader of the house with unquestioned allegiance and 
submission by all, employees included (Hsu, 1949; Chan & Chiang, 1994).  Confucian ethics, 
emphasising respect for elders and, hence, age, is a reason for the deep respect for authority 
figures. Frugality and hard work leading to the accumulation of wealth are two other notable 
features of Chinese family businesses (Cheng, 1985; Freedman, 1961).  “Xinyong”, referring 
to the “ability to keep one’s word”, is a key foundation of Chinese business, as reputation and 
trustworthiness of Chinese entrepreneurs as individuals plays an important part of the 
business.  This business ethic meant that the family business would honour a verbal contract 
and would tend to operate with others on the basis of trust. 
 
Family businesses are also noted for their distrust of non-family members (Lee, 1977; Kao, 
1993:15). Although this quality is not limited to Chinese family businesses as family 
businesses from other ethnic backgrounds may also evince such a mistrust (e.g. as observed 
by Dunn (1995) in Scottish firms), Chinese family businesses have this as a distinctive 
quality more so than others.  This quality is manifested in two other features - the unity of 
control and ownership and conservative management policies.  It is the distrust of non-family 
members that results in the unity of ownership and control.  Chinese family businesses in 
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Singapore who have publicly listed their businesses as companies on the stock exchange 
would, if provided the opportunity, desire to own up the permitted limit under the law, which 
is ninety percent.  The distrust of non-family member partially explains conservative 
management policies as it leads to a great reluctance to appoint outside professional 
managers and a disregard of any outside advice.  Conservative management practices also 
result from the tendency for the business founders to rely on their past experiences as the 
platform for learning.  External learning is rare except where younger family members are 
sent to business schools.  Even if the scions are sent for training, the training is often not 
allowed to flourish during the reign of the patriarch or in the rare instance, the matriarch. The 
reason for this lies in the preference for the patriarch to rely on his past experience.   
 
The distinctive features of Chinese family businesses just described seem to provide 
substantial support for the views of Redding and Fukuyama (hereafter referred to as the 
“restricted growth view”).  The features can hinder growth of the businesses. Nepotism and 
the distrust of non-family members would hinder expansion of operations overseas, when the 
hiring of home country nationals to watch over the new operations would be required.  The 
reliance on one individual with unquestioned authority leads to a trap where the founder or 
family head, whilst being its strength, is also its weakness, as all decisions need to be referred 
to him - if he is not available, the business could be crippled (Adizes, 1988).  Frugality and 
hard work may be crucial to a business at the early stages of growth, but not so when an 
established business is expanding.  These Chinese family business qualities would imply that 
any expansion might have to be self-financing in order to be sanctioned.  Xinyong would not 
help expansion as professionalised firms with whom family businesses have to do business 
are not likely to be satisfied with something as simple as “my word is my bond.”   
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Prescriptions for Growth Transitions in Family Businesses 
The traditional prescription in the literature favours a drastic transition in organizational 
evolution of family-owned enterprises, to take place when the founding entrepreneur retires 
or dies and the new generation of management takes over the direction of the family-owned 
enterprises. Researchers such as Barnes & Hershon (1976), Buchele (1967), Christensen 
(1953), and Clifford (1973) are of the view that such a drastic approach may have to be 
considered because the psychological makeup and personality traits of most of these founding 
entrepreneurs may be different from those of the succeeding second generation family 
members.  They also advocate that is the transition of the family business into a 
professionally managed organisation is essential for growth, i.e. that an organisation can 
grow in size and succeed only when the business is managed by professionals who are not 
owners of the business. The key to the success then lies in the separation of management 
from ownership: no different from the current model of corporate management in large public 
corporations where the management are left with operating control, and board members 
representing the shareholders dictate broad policy issues. 
 
The preference of Chinese family businesses to retain ownership and management flies in the 
face of the recommendations for growth in the literature.  The distrust of non-family 
members also stands in the way of Chinese family businesses adopting the prescription for 
growth – to professionalise and relinquish management.  Thus it would seem, in the light of 
the foregoing discussion of the characteristics of Chinese family businesses and their 
reluctance to part with management, there is considerable support for the restricted growth 
view.  The authors have been motivated in this study because the restricted growth view goes 
too far when it asserts that no Chinese family business can grow or expand to be a large 
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concern.  Some of the firms may be able to break out of the “vicious cycle” that the restricted 
growth view suggests. 
 
This study is also motivated by a hope to contribute to the literature as research into 
succession and growth transitions in the family business literature has been mainly focused 
on family firms in the west. Handler (1994) provides a good review of the research.  There 
have been limited studies of ethnic family business e.g. Chinese family businesses in San 
Francisco area and the development of family firms in regions such as Italy (Corbetta, 1995).  
The research objectives were thus to examine Chinese family businesses that have broken out 
of the mould and to identify the processes or distinctive features that have enabled them to 
grow in size, across borders and family generations, and succeed as multinational enterprises. 
 
Methodology 
The authors employed the in-depth case study method, adopting the grounded theory 
approach (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). This approach permits researchers to allow theory to 
emerge rather than seeking to verify or dispute existing hypotheses. It has been used to study 
succession in family businesses (e.g. Handler, 1992). This approach lends itself to this study 
as Chinese families, are generally reluctant, in the light of their familism, to divulge details of 
their personal family lives even though their family lives are integrally connected with their 
businesses.   
 
The cases involved in this study were gathered through the process of theoretical sampling 
advocated by Glaser and Strauss (1967), whereby the researcher may jointly collect, code, 
analyse data and at the same time decide what data to collect next and where to find the data. 
In the case of this study where the research objectives was exploratory in nature and to 
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examine the factors that contributed to successful growth transitions in Chinese family firms 
in Singapore, the authors chose to examine five firms that illustrate successful Chinese family 
businesses in Singapore that have made the transition from the preceding generation of 
family members to the present. The authors interviewed the current leaders in the family 
businesses (i.e. the successors) and, where relevant, one key manager.  The indepth 
interviews were semi-structured in nature.  Each interview lasted three hours and each case 
involved at least two interviews.  The interviews were guided by a ninety-three item 
interview schedule based on the family business literature. Secondary source data was 
obtained on the families for use in verifying the interview data and to ensure objectivity in the 
data collection process.  By recent, the authors refer to the transition having been made 
within the past fifteen years. By transition, the authors refer to the period leading to the actual 
transfer of leadership beginning with the active involvement of the second generation leader 
in the senior management of the business. The definition of family business that was adopted 
for the study is that family and business remain and continue together. Whilst there is merit in 
Drozdow’s (1998) argument that family businesses need not continue in the unidimensional 
and idealistic model, it is the tendency of Chinese family businesses to prefer this model that 
has been the subject of criticism, and thus necessitates this definition for this study.  
 
The descriptive model 
Although it may be questionable to develop theory solely on five cases, it would appear 
tenable to suggest a model that points the way past the restrictions to growth in Chinese 
family businesses.  The model that evolved from the case studies is shown in Figure 1 below.   
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INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE 
 
Contrary to the suggestions in the literature espousing the restricted growth view, the authors 
found that there was growth in the five Chinese family businesses across generations when 
the key factors were present. The five cases were characterised by a period of transition, 
which culminated with the “appointment” of the leader in the subsequent generation.  The 
key success factors indicated by the five cases are: the entrepreneurial leadership of this 
second generation leader which mirrors the founder or leader in the preceding generation; the 
Chinese cultural values that forms the foundational culture of the business; and the 
incorporation of western management practices.  Whilst most current literature advocates 
professionalising the family business, these cases show that growth has been accompanied by 
the introduction of appropriate management practices into an organisation that still maintains 
the values established in a prior generation.  Chinese cultural values, instead of being the 
hindrance, were the “glue” that held all together and provided continuity.  This “glue” took 
the form of precepts that the founder patriarch or preceding leader instituted. It also 
manifested itself in the values of trusted individuals in the extended family, frugality, welfare 
for employees, honesty and hard work.  
 
A key factor is the successful emergence from the transition phase, of the new leader in the 
subsequent generation who assumes the role of the leader in the previous generation. This 
new leader must assume the role of the predecessor – to act as the entrepreneurial leader. The 
leader in the preceding generation set the vision for the business, made the key decisions as 
the patriarch, instilled the cultural values that married family and business values, recruited 
the extended family members and outsiders who were the trusted employees (and who 
became the pseudo-family members), and instituted the family business policies and 
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practices. Until this mantle of the preceding leader was assumed, the family business could 
encounter a phase of decline or little or no growth. The transition could be considered the 
critical interstice between generations of family businesses.  It is critical as it is characterised 
by a variety of contingencies depending on the circumstances of each case.  Focusing on 
succession planning alone is not sufficient, as the chosen successor may not be the ultimate 
new leader.  However, not planning for a successor could lead to a scenario like that in Hotel 
Co. discussed where there were eight other bickering family members.  It is this transition 
that can prove to be the ruin of the family business.  It is for this reason, the authors prefer the 
term “leader” to avoid confusion. The family may appoint a successor but he or she may not 
receive the respect and assume leadership of the business by mere appointment as the 
successor.  One characteristic of this leader that is central to the growth and continuity is 
entrepreneurship.  The leader in the cases shaped the vision and charted the course.  He is the 
call that the rest needed.  The vision without doubt envisaged the continuity of family 
management of the business. 
 
The ascension of the leader in the succeeding generation is not the only factor that 
contributed to the growth of the family business. The five cases were able to deviate from the 
restricted growth model because there was a coupling of the Chinese family values with 
professional management. The old management practices that stemmed from a familial 
approach of treating all workers as part of a big family was melded with professional 
management practices that promoted efficiency.  It was not a case of abandoning the old for 
the new, or of removing all vestiges of the family.  The professional management enabled the 
businesses to expand abroad. 
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The Five cases-studies. 
An overview of the five cases is provided in Table 1 below. The five chosen cases are all 
large and successful Chinese family businesses in Singapore. All, except Hotel Co. which is 
in the third generation, are in the second generation of their families.  All of them are 
managed by a member or members of the family.  The interviews were conducted in 1995-96 
prior to the regional currency turmoil in Asia. 
 
The cases-studies are individually described before general observations are drawn on the 
success factors. 
 
INSERT TABLE 1 HERE 
 
Garment Co. The family business began as a garment manufacturing concern in Hong Kong 
established by the patriarch, a refugee from the Teochew province of China, who fled the 
Communist rule in China. He saw a market in providing good quality garments to the British.  
He could not even speak English. The business survived and thrived in the 1960s in its niche 
– selling quality jeans at reasonable prices to the UK market.  The business expanded to 
Singapore because the western import quota systems made it advantageous to be in 
Singapore.   
 
Typical of a family business, the patriarch started operations with a trusted family employee 
from Hong Kong. This individual ran Singapore operations while he returned to Hong Kong. 
The children were then young and were ingrained with the Chinese family values (e.g. 
respect for elders and family customs) and inculcated with the business values of frugality, 
hard work and fair dealing. These business values are essentially Chinese values the patriarch 
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chose to adopt in the business. The children were sent to English schools as their father knew 
his personal handicap in not being able to speak English.  The evidence of the continuity of 
these values is seen in the treatment of the company's employees. This value was continued 
by the second generation leader in the development of a professional management team as 
part of the extended family. 
 
The firm expanded into three major areas in Singapore: garments, construction and property 
development.  It is now a modern, professionally managed multinational conglomerate with a 
global network of over 35 offices spanning the three continents of Asia, Europe and America. 
As an indication of the family business performance, the group had after tax profits of $109.6 
million on a turnover of S$373.9 million in 1995. 
 
The growth of the business into these areas occurred after the transition from the patriarch to 
his sons was completed. It required some time. The Chinese value of respect enabled smooth 
transition between the loyal family employee in charge of Singapore garment operations to 
his son, WL. The values further enabled the other brothers to head different units in the 
business and yet co-operate through the acceptance of the hierarchical order of things. Three 
sons are involved in running the business with two of them as chairman (WL) and deputy 
chairman (WS) respectively. The patriarch is alive and no longer involved in the business. 
The transition from the patriarch and his trusted manager was by no means a decision that the 
patriarch made easily. It was the ill-health of the trusted manager that persuaded the patriarch 
to allow WL, his son, to take over full control of the company’s Singapore operations in 
1985. WL was assisted by WS his younger brother (the fourth son). Prior to this, WL had 
been working in the family business to gain working experience.  WS, an architect who was 
trained at Carnegie Mellon University, had a successful architectural career in the US. At 
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present, WL is the chairman, who is the public figure, while WS, as deputy chairman has 
command of the business.  It was the sons who introduced more professional managers 
without abandoning the values that their father incorporated in his business dealings.  
 
Hotel Co.  This family business currently has hotel properties in  Vietnam, Myanmar, China 
and Singapore. The founder was a carpenter when he arrived in Singapore. He grew a 
construction business. However, in 1962 he became paralyzed as a result of an accident. His 
son, JR, took over the business. The business successfully completed a number of major 
building projects, some of which are still present in Singapore’s skyline today. One of these 
projects was the hotel owned by the family in Singapore. 
 
The founder, however, he had three wives. In the early days of Singapore, customary 
marriages and concubines were recognised. This had implications on the family business 
when the founder passed away in 1988 especially since the children and wives from three 
marriages were involved in managing the hotel and the business. AT, the second generation 
leader, found is state of affairs to be intolerable. Business decisions were made on the basis of 
family considerations.  In order to gain leadership in the business, he had to acquire the 
shareholdings of his other siblings worth $180 million.  
 
Only after this was he able to begin corporatising the business and introducing professional 
managers and management. While he introduced western management, he endeavoured to 
uphold the values inculcated by his grandfather – fair dealing, honesty, hard work and 
concern of family members and subordinates. Since becoming the managing director, he has 
shown his entrepreneurial leadership in leading the business into the region, diversifying into 
the specialty restaurant and food business, and hotel property development and management. 
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Logistics Co. This family business was born out of necessity. The founder had run a 
provision shop that failed leaving only a lorry as a saleable asset. With this, the founder 
started a transportation business ferrying staff for the Public Utilities Board and the British 
army in the 1960s.  The business was transformed from the transportation of people to cargo 
transportation because the British army left Singapore after closing its bases in the Far East 
and also because it failed to secure a renewal of its prior ten year contract with the Public 
Utilities Board.  At this time, the business had 103 lorries. It was the 103 lorry drivers, whose 
livelihoods were at stake that motivated the founder to continue the business one way or 
another.  
 
Bob, the eldest son and a graduate from the local business school at the university, joined the 
business to help out in this crisis in 1974 at the persuasion of his parents. As with some of the 
other cases, the father did not trust his son completely with leadership of the business. He had 
to persuade his father that his ideas of improving efficiency would work. One of his father’s 
Chinese family values that Bob encountered was care for the employees. His father refused to 
retrench any of the 103 drivers and insisted on providing for them financially. This value 
threatened the business financially. 
 
The leadership transition was completed two years later, when Bob planned to leave the 
business. The father requested that he stay. Bob did so only on condition that he be made the 
managing director and that he be given sole authority over the business. With this, Bob has 
since been able to take the business into freight forwarding, warehousing, and logistics 
operations. He has modernized the business but still remains true to his father’s values of 
honesty, hard work, integrity and concern for employees. 
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Retail Co. The early beginnings of this family concern were typical of many immigrant 
stories The founder peddled his wares literally on a tricycle going through residential areas, 
where the British and other foreigners lived, selling his wares and silk products to the wives. 
He was assisted by a nephew. The difference between this and other immigrants who might 
have similarly sold their wares was his customers were loyal and he was able to establish a 
famous department store, known for its array of goods of silks, ivory, jade, antiques and 
Chinese curios at reasonable prices.   
 
The department store was such a success that the family business was able to buy an 
adjoining plot of land, demolish the building on which the store was located, to develop a five 
star hotel and a larger department store. The founder like the other founders in the other cases 
sent his children for university education.  He advocated hard work, frugality, the extended 
family concept, an open office, and regular lunches with his key staff. The founder’s old 
employees of more than twenty-five years testified to his Chinese values recently as they 
recollected how wonderful an employer he was, at his recent funeral in 2000. 
 
The business was, however, run in a traditional manner with no system. The eldest son, CW, 
was brought into the business as the general manager in the 1970s and it had become a listed 
company in 1975 but the management was no different from any local Chinese family 
business run by the father and son.  Although the eldest son, CW, had been introduced into 
the business, the transition was not complete. This would only occur later. His father was still 
the leader. Another son, CS, entered the business as the assistant to CW in 1975 after 
completing his university education as did another younger brother, CK, in 1977.   While CW 
was general manager, there were disagreements over the direction of the family retail 
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business. CW relinquished his appointment as general manager of the retail business and 
continued as managing director of the family holding company that owned the hotel business.  
CS then took over assisted by CK in 1982.  
 
CS then introduced sophisticated selling techniques, computerised systems and methods, 
control systems, and organization re-structuring. He created a new image for the business, 
new in-house brands for their goods, and a new distinct second store to carry products and 
quality houseware products to meet the sophisticated tastes of younger Singaporeans. In all 
this, however, he kept to the core values in the family business. The stores did not open on 
Sundays until 17 July 1994. Prior to this it had kept to the tradition upheld by the 
Presbyterian founder. Employees were looked after as members of the extended family. 
 
The transition was only completed in 1994 when CW sold out his stake in the family holding 
company to CS and CK. Until that time there had been feuding between CW, the eldest son, 
who was out of favour with his father, and his younger brothers CS and CK. With this sell-
out of shares, CS became the leader.   
 
Travel Co. The business began in the 1960s after the founder saw an opportunity in the travel 
industry whilst engaged in trading in Haw Par “Tiger Balm” medicated oils. The travel 
company was run in conjunction with a lucrative Italian car dealership. Greater attention was 
placed in the travel business when the car dealership was lost in the early 1980s. This proved 
to be the turning point for Travel Co. The business founder, who had no formal education 
himself, sent all his five children for university education.  It was the eldest son, Tony, who 
left his job in an international bank to rescue Travel Co. in this critical period.  It was not a 
case of instant trust and confidence. Tony was merely the general manager and his father, the 
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managing director.  He only succeeded his father as managing director when his father was 
satisfied with his performance. It took time to overcome his father’s mental reluctance to hire 
professional managers.  
 
Tony recruited professional managers, planned for expansion and restructured the business. 
Tony applied what his father taught him in the business even where his own sister was 
concerned. She, too, had to earn her place as executive director in the business. Travel Co. 
has now been restructured to better serve its customers in line with a business value that 
Tony’s father believed in - winning trust of customers and people in the business. It now has 
four units: Singapore tour traffic unit, the marketing unit (from advertising to travel 
exhibitions), wholesale of tours to other travel companies and a Hong Kong branch for tours 
out from Hong Kong. It has also ventured into property development in Australia and New 
Zealand so as to be able have higher margins on its tours to these two countries as the tour 
groups would be able to stay at their own properties. 
 
The family business is now a professionally managed business that has plans to be listed on 
the stock exchange in 2001.  Although the business is organized as a modern corporation, the 
Chinese family values of honesty, hard work, trust, integrity and financial prudence still 
guide the business.  
 
Case Support for the Model 
Essence Unchanged - Still Family Businesses 
In all the five cases, there is no abandonment of the family for the western model where 
management and ownership are separated.  Instead, family members are involved.  Those 
who are competent are involved in senior management. As such, the five cases meet the 
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definitions of family business which encompass both ownership and control.  All but two of 
the family businesses, Logistics Co. and Travel Co., have been listed on the stock exchange.  
In these five families, the majority shareholders are the families.  
 
Growth Transitions Between Generations 
The beginning of success in all five cases came when the new leaders ultimately took on the 
reins of power in the family businesses.  The transitions were by no means all short and 
trouble-free. In two of the cases there was a long period of “waiting in the wings.” WL in 
Garment Co. entered the business in 1977 but had to wait till his father’s trusted relative fell 
ill in 1985.  This same trusted relative had long been involved in his father’s business and 
was his trusted “right arm.”   Tony, Travel Co.’s second generation leader, did not have to 
wait for another person in control to step aside but for recognition from his father of his 
commitment to the business. He joined the business leaving a position in a leading 
international bank in 1983 and his father only handed the reins over to him in 1991.  
 
The duration of the transitions varied. Not all of them involved a long waiting period but they 
were marked with uncertainty for the second generation; nor were their culminations marked 
by the smooth handing-over of the mantles. In Travel Co., Logistics Co. and Garment Co., 
the second generation was not groomed to take over the business.  They entered the 
businesses prior to the departure of the first generation entrepreneur.  There was in all three 
cases a period of uncertainty where the first generation entrepreneur remained at the helm 
whilst at the same time desiring the next generation to be involved in management. 
 
Of the five cases, the second and third generation leaders in Cases of Hotel Co. and Retail 
Co. respectively did not arise from a smooth transition.  Both these leaders had to work 
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against sibling rivalry and disputes to assume to the leadership position.  AT, the second 
generation leader in Hotel Co. had to not only battle but also accumulate the money to buy a 
controlling interest. He had to wrest control from seven other siblings – offspring from his 
father’s three wives – after his father died. His contemporary in Retail Co., CS together with 
a younger brother had to “buy out” CW, the patrilineal successor and eldest son. Retail Co. 
was also marked by a change in successor selection by the founder.  When CS, the ultimate 
successor, joined the family business, it was clear that his father had picked CW, the eldest 
son, to succeed him.  Even so, the transition had not ended as it was generally accepted that 
the persons in charge were the old man and the eldest son.  It was only 23 years after having 
joined the business that CW decided to leave the business after an agreement was reached to 
“purchase his birthright” and the ultimate successor, CS, was given complete control.   Bob’s 
(Logistics Co.) involvement in the business led to a strained relationship between the father 
and son.  He had to engineer a “coup” by threatening to leave the business unless his father 
gave him complete control. Similarly in Travel Co., Tony had to threaten a departure from his 
family businesses in order to persuade his father to relinquish control. 
 
Central Entrepreneurial Figure 
The key feature of Chinese family businesses is still present – the leader.  In the first 
generation family business, this leader was the patriarch, who invariably founded the 
business.  His was the role of entrepreneur and the voice of authority. He embodied the 
marriage of the two subsystems, family and business. In all the five cases, there is a strong 
leader from the second or third generation who has succeeded to the role of the patriarch.  
The continued success of the businesses is attributable to these individuals. Only when the 
arrival of the new generation leaders with sole authority providing entrepreneurial leadership 
and certainty to direction and decision-making did the businesses begin to make headway. 
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Illustrations of this entrepreneurial function fulfilled by the second generation leader are 
present in all the five cases.  In Retail Co., the new leader, CS, modernised the retail 
department store, turning it into a superstore with modern features such as computerisation 
and modern selling techniques. The entrepreneurial flair saw him identifying market niches 
for the firm’s products.  This resulted in the firm launching a second store targeted at more 
sophisticated shoppers.   The second generation leader in Logistics Co., Bob, had to turn the 
business around. Prior to his arrival, the family was in the business of transportation of 
labourers.  However, the family business were not successful in bids for the contracts. Left 
with some one hundred drivers and trucks, the young successor made the entrepreneurial 
decision to divert the resources to the transportation of cargo.  The family has since not 
looked back, moving from transportation to the provision of total logistics services. When 
WS, the second generation leader, finally took over Garment Co., the business faced 
increasing international competitive pressure that affected the garment manufacturing 
industry.  He decided that the business should embark upon technological upgrading, and 
extend its garment activities vertically to incorporate creative design.  To secure adequate 
capital, he took the family business on the stock market, listing it in 1989. Since his ascension 
to leadership, the business has extended itself into a multinational conglomerate with a global 
network of over 35 offices spanning Asia, Europe and America.  
 
In Travel Co., Tony decided to abandon two of the family firm’s businesses, car dealership 
and trading, to concentrate on the third business – travel.  The car dealership was in decline 
as the firm lost its agency prior to his joining the business. His courage and determination 
have enabled the travel business to flourish, with the business no longer just being an agent 
but also engaging in the design and sale of tour packages.  AT’s entrepreneurship saw him 
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extending Hotel Co. overseas to develop hotels with overseas partners in Vietnam, China and 
to manage a hotel in Myanmar.  He also took the family business into the hospitality related 
speciality restaurant and food business.  
 
Entrenched Family Values 
It was observed in all the cases that the second generation Chinese entrepreneurial leaders 
held the similar Chinese beliefs and cultural traits of the first generation leaders. Honesty, 
frugality and family consultation are still practised by the family members.  In Retail Co., the 
family business tradition of a noonday lunch together with the key outside managers is still 
practised this day. This noonday lunch facilitates consultation. All five family businesses 
practised the Chinese value of “Xinyong” (ability to keep one’s word) – they retained the 
loyal staff that were employed by the prior generations, treating them as members of the 
extended family.  Family members were still considered for management positions.  The 
family values espoused by the first generation leaders are still practised where relevant.  In 
Retail Co. for instance, the first generation’s practice of not doing business on Sundays was 
long upheld before being changed.  The Chinese family practice of the patriarch watching 
over the welfare of the flock is continued by the successors.  The second generation leader in 
Garment Co. arranges family holidays for the extended family.  All that the other family 
members have to do is turn up with their luggage and passports – the itinerary is all planned 
for them. This paternalism also applies to the staff and their welfare.  This value of 
paternalism is visible in all the other cases as well.  The other Chinese cultural values of hard 
work, trust, integrity, honour and financial prudence which originated in the first generation 
have been continued in the subsequent generations, and are used in the management and 
growth of all five cases. Finally, family connections and networks from the earlier generation 
are inherited by the subsequent generation leaders and employed in the business.   
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Employing Modern Management Practices 
The second generation entrepreneurial leaders in the cases differed from their predecessors in 
terms of management style and leadership, exposure, professional training, experience and 
mental paradigms.  Not only did they have university degrees (in Garment Co., WS has more 
than one degree), they had professional exposure in working for other non-family business 
environments (in Hotel Co., AT is a member of two international professional associations).  
All the second generation leaders had undergone western style business management 
programmes.  
 
It is thus not surprising that they employed these principles and practices in their businesses.  
They recruited outsiders and harnessed their skills. Computerisation and formal planning 
methods have been introduced.  However, they did not abandon the “Chineseness” referred to 
in the preceding section.  Theirs was not a total embrace of western management practices.  It 
was instead a realistic appraisal of what was applicable and useful to their family businesses.  
This distinction is important.  The growth of the five businesses as family businesses was 
aided by the introduction of western management styles without “throwing the baby out with 
the bath water” – the family values and practices were retained and, in some instances, 
modified.  One instance of this modification that is discernible in all the five cases is the 
involvement only of family members who were competent and had the necessary skills.  This 
practice is in stark contrast to the first generation patriarch who more often than not used the 
businesses as a means of employment for all family members.  
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Implications 
Misplaced Attention on Professionalization 
There are a number of implications from the five cases for researchers. They indicate that the 
observations by Redding, Fukuyama and others about the inherent hindrances to growth of 
Chinese family businesses need to be qualified.  The five cases also reveal there has been the 
misplaced attention by researchers on the introduction of professional management and the 
separation of family from the business as the keys to the continued success of family 
businesses.  The cases studies reveal a different aspect that is worthy of greater research – the 
successful transition to a new entrepreneurial leader from the succeeding generation of the 
business. The five cases show that the transition is a critical phase. It is in this phase that 
matters can go awry. The existing literature on family business succession focuses on the 
selection of the successor, prescribing successor attributes that were explored by Chrisman, 
Chua and Sharma (1998) in their empirical study that found that “integrity” and 
“commitment to business” were considered the most important attributes of successors. 
Succession planning and training are areas that research has also examined (see for example, 
Lansberg & Astrachan, 1994). Whilst successor selection and successor planning are 
important, the five cases reveal that successor selection is not nearly as important as the 
transition to the new leader.  In all the cases, no headway was made until the transition to a 
new leader was completed.  Logistics Co. is a case in point.  Bob, the second-generation 
leader, was brought into the business because it was undergoing a crisis.  The traditional 
source of business had ended.  The designated successor recommended that the firm switch to 
a new business.  Bob’s father, the founder, differed in opinion and disagreed with Bob’s 
plans. Fortunately for the firm, the founder relented and the firm was able to break new 
ground.  
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The finding that the businesses need to make a successful leadership transition is consistent 
with the findings by Hsu (1991) in his research on family businesses in Taiwan.  He argued 
that while there is often the need to transform family-run businesses into professionally 
managed firms, it must not be assumed that a business firm under family control is 
necessarily managed in a way at variance with professional management.   
 
Family business professionals working with Chinese family businesses and other family 
businesses with strong family cultural values may wish to note that the prescriptions they 
dispense should take into account the stage the family businesses are in. Whether there has 
been a leadership transition is likely to be a more important question than whether there are 
professional managers and whether professional management has been introduced. Success 
depends on the leadership wishing to incorporate professional management. Were a 
practitioner to prescribe recruitment of outside professionals when the family business is in 
the throes of a leadership tussle, it is unlikely that the prescriptions or plans would have much 
success. What is required is an understanding of the stage at which the family business is. 
Dunn’s study (1999) similarly points to a need to better understand the dynamics during the 
transition in ownership. Whilst her study examines the ownership transition, it is the 
leadership transition that we have found to be significant in our five cases. The leadership 
transition, may or may not have coincided with ownership transition.  
 
The Continuation of the Entrepreneurial Function 
The second generation entrepreneurial leaders of Chinese family-owned businesses share 
some similar beliefs and cultural traits with the first generation leaders.  However, the second 
generation family leaders are different in terms of exposure, professional training, 
experiences and mental paradigms.  Nevertheless, the cases illustrate that in order for Chinese 
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family business to have continued success, the leader of the Chinese family business, whether 
he is the first generation entrepreneurial founder or the succeeding generation’s family leader 
(who may be considered to be "professionalized" by virtue of his professional training), has 
to retain and exercise the entrepreneurial function in the expansion of the family enterprise.  
In all the five cases, success in the first generation came through the entrepreneurial efforts of 
the founder-entrepreneurs.  In the second or third generation, it was the new leader who 
undertook the function and seized new opportunities. Mere succession to the business is no 
guarantee of success.  Succession should be accompanied by business regeneration or 
leadership that takes it beyond what the status quo in order for growth to take place (Ward, 
1988).  Herein lies an element that is not emphasised enough in the literature on family 
business succession, which focuses on successor selection – the entrepreneurial function.  
The elements of strategy and the business markets selected by the founders contributed to the 
success of the business in the first generation.  When the family business is handed to a 
successor, the status quo may not be the key to continued success.  New opportunities have to 
be explored and new business practices introduced. The cases showed that the successors had 
to establish their leadership overcoming the problems and conflicts that accompany 
succession that are reported by Harvey and Evans (1995).  In the Chinese firms, it appears 
that the successors must assume the central entrepreneurial role that was occupied by their 
predecessors.  The successors have to overcome resistance and conflicts to establish their 
authority. 
 
The role of the new leader as entrepreneur needs some elaboration.  The cases revealed the 
determination and resolve of the new leaders that the family business continue to remain in 
the family.  The extent to which it remains in the family varies.  AT in Hotel Co. when asked 
by one of the authors, what he would do if his daughter did not wish to come on board, 
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replied that it was unfortunate that she had no such plans.  His hope was that one of his 
immediate family members would enter the business and assume leadership one day.  That 
was the whole point, he said.  The reason he took over to ensure that family’s flag continues 
to fly.  If no one in the family (immediate or extended family) riles to the fore as a fit 
individual, then the professional managers can take over.  If necessary, the family will 
relinquish control and ownership.  This sentiment that the new leaders like their fathers 
before them, wanted the business to continue its vision as a family business, was apparent 
from the interviews.  The entrepreneurial vision of the preceding generation has been passed 
to the next generation.  The implementation of the vision differed.  Bob of Logistic Co. did 
not deviate from the nature of the business as family run.  His vision was for it to be in a 
different business – logistics rather than transportation. 
 
Family business professionals advising on succession may do well to consider the qualities in 
the individual selected to be the successor. The entrepreneurial orientation of the individual 
selected should be a key criterion. This leader should be in a position to command respect 
and exercise leadership. The example from the five cases here, is Hotel Co. where the second 
generation leader had to acquire ownership of a majority of the shares.  The entrepreneurial 
role of the successor cannot be neglected.  The essence of the Chinese family business growth 
seen in the five cases stem from the clear vision of the successors and their ability to master 
resources (human, political and financial) to the existing ventures and their new initiatives. 
 
Incorporating the Best in Management Practices that is Relevant 
The Western model of a professionally managed organisation is not the only solution for 
Chinese family businesses growth. The cases reveal another process. The Chinese family 
businesses that have successfully made the growth transition have been able to marry the 
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“best” of both worlds — professional management practices and the strengths of the Chinese 
family. By “best” of both worlds, the authors include what the family members would 
consider as “best”, i.e. the retention of the business within the family and the elements that 
have contributed to their success.  Contrary to the prescribed suggestion that a Chinese family 
business can only grow in size and succeed when the business is managed by professionals 
who are not owners of the business, the cases discussed earlier show that this model does not 
apply in an absolute sense. The entrenched Chinese belief that the leader is the central figure 
— from whom all business directions, decisions and entrepreneurial leadership flow — has 
proven to be critical.  Indeed, the entrenched Chinese cultural belief, (some of their more 
important characteristics covered earlier) accentuate the need for the focus on the central 
driving force — transition has been successful when the second generation entrepreneurial 
leader replaces the first generation leader in terms of his management style and leadership.  
In Retail Co., Logistics Co., and Travel Co., there were instances of initial failure in the 
transition between the first and second generation. Professional managers had been 
introduced in varying degrees by all the businesses.  However, the first generation leader 
either did not relinquish the business to a competent second generation leader (Retail Co.), 
died before transferring to the second generation (Hotel Co.), or left the business to joint 
second generation leaders (Retail Co.).  Where there was no strong second generation leader, 
the successor to the patriarch’s position did not undertake the entrepreneurial function and the 
other family members doubted the decisions undertaken.  The business in Retail Co. was able 
to survive the transition and progress when a new second generation leader (CS) stepped to 
the fore, ousted and “bought out” the chosen successor (CW).  Where there was a lack of 
succession planning and succession occurred by default, the business faltered as in Hotel Co.  
In this case, the business turned around when the second generation leader (AT) battled the 
rest of the family to assume control, ownership and leadership of the venture. 
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The implication for practitioners is the fact that the introduction of professional management 
may only be sustained and succeed when the family business values are respected. This 
accommodation of the Chinese family values into the management system being deployed is 
necessary as the fabric of the family business has imbibed these cultural artefacts. Less 
disruption and resistance to change may be encountered where the underlying Chinese family 
values are heeded. The prescription that professional management be introduced is not 
inappropriate. However, the cases do show that it requires the right champion within a family 
business. In the cases, it was a family member who had been trained and worked in a non-
family professional setting who introduced professional management.  
 
Conclusion 
The restricted growth view, that Chinese family businesses are limited in their growth in size 
and international impact has some validity, as the literature on Chinese family businesses 
show that they possess characteristics that would impede their growth. Further, there would 
be difficulties in intergenerational transitions. This study has shown that this is not 
necessarily the case. The Chinese family businesses can grow across generations, national 
borders and in size if the key factors noted earlier are present. The Chinese family businesses 
in this study were able to grow when they made the leadership transition between generations 
and appointed an entrepreneurial leader, who incorporated modern management practices, 
and at the same time retained the family values that contributed to the family business 
success. 
 
The implications of this study in respect of Chinese family businesses have been mentioned 
earlier. It must be pointed out that the issues that confronted Chinese family businesses are 
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similar to those other family businesses in other cultures. Family systems and values are 
found among the success themes of Scottish family enterprises (Dunn, 1995). Family 
relationships exist in Italian boards and Italian family businesses also undergo evolutions 
(Corbetta, 1995).  The correlates of success in family business transitions identified by 
Morris, Williams, Allen and Avila (1997) in their study of US family firms are likely to be 
applicable across cultures. The difference lies in the centrality of the family and the family 
values in Chinese family businesses. Family businesses in other cultures are, more likely than 
not, prepared for the separation of ownership from management of their businesses. Chinese 
family businesses prefer to see continuation in both family ownership and management 
continue. In brief, one could say that Chinese family businesses display the classic form of 
family business which Corbetta has called “domestic family firm” where the family is 
entrenched in ownership and management with limited involvement of non-family members. 
As such the observations and lessons gleaned from this study are applicable to other family 
firms outside the Chinese culture where the characteristics of family values and preference 
for family leadership of the business are present.  
 
The study has provided some findings that aid to the understanding of key factors enabling 
Chinese family businesses to grow and establish themselves internationally. What has been 
discovered provides a model that enables other family businesses to similarly grow and 
expand internationally, whilst maintaining the link between family and business systems.  
 
Of the factors that the authors have reported, the key factor that stands out is the role of the 
entrepreneurial leader in the subsequent generations. This leader-entrepreneur is central to 
business regeneration. He/she is the one who decides the shape the family business takes in 
the future. As the cases demonstrate, the motivation of this individual is to see the business as 
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a family business with the default option to separate ownership from management only, when 
no subsequent family member leadership appears.  
 
The role of the new leader in the subsequent generation as the entrepreneur, would not just 
hold true for the Chinese family businesses in Singapore. Whilst other research needs to be 
conducted, it would seems plausible that it would apply to family businesses of other ethnic 
and cultural backgrounds. The centrality of this individual is such that the authors have 
deliberately tried to place him/her at the centre of the model. The decision to modernize 
undertaken in the five cases was at the behest of the new leader, as was the decision to 
incorporate modern management practices and recruit professional managers.  
 
Further research would be required to evaluate the suggested model in different national and 
cultural settings. Such research will provide further substantiation for the findings in this 
paper and for any practical advice that family practitioners might provide to family 
businesses. Suffice to say, at this juncture, the future does not appear as bleak for Chinese 
family businesses as the restrictive growth proposes. The findings of this paper also suggest 
that other family businesses desiring to remain family owned are not doomed to smallness. 
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Figure 1: Resultant Model from the Case-Studies 
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TABLE 1 
Overview of the five cases 
ITEM Garment Co. Hotel Co. Logistic Co. Retail Co. Travel Co. 
Generation 2nd 3rd 2nd 2nd 2nd 
Venue of operations Singapore & Asia Singapore & South-East 
Asia 
Singapore & Malaysia Singapore & Malaysia Singapore & New 
Zealand 
Nature of Business Garment manufacture, 
garment retail, design, 
trading, property 
development 
Construction, property 
development, hotel, 
restaurant & specialty 
food 
Freight forwarding, 
logistics management 
Departmental store retail, 
garment & gift 
manufacture, hotels 
Travel & tourism. 
Number of family 
members in senior 
management 
3 siblings 3 siblings 3 siblings 2 siblings 4 siblings 
Percentage of family 
shareholding 
70% 75% 100% 80% 100% 
Size of Business Gross turnover S$560.3 
million in period ended 
June 1999. 
Gross turnover S$33.22 
million in period ended 
December 1998 
839,000 square feet of 
warehousing called 
Logistic Distripark sited 
on 7.8 hectares of land. 
Gross revenue in 1995 of 
S$ 60 million.  
Employing 300 in 1995 
Gross turnover S$180.33 
million in period ended 
March 1999. 
Wholesales S$ 13 million 
expected B2B portal 
sales S$20 million. 
Travel agency S$100 
million sales. 
Overseas property 
investment S$200 million 
in New Zealand and 
Australia 
Educational Background 
of Successor/s 
Engineering & 
Architecture 
Bachelor of Commerce  
Chartered Accountant 
Chartered Secretary 
Bachelor of Business 
Administration 
MBA 
B.Sc (Business 
Administration) 
Bachelor of Business 
Administration 
Business Experience 
outside the family 
business 
Joined the family 
business straight away. 
Five years in Australia & 
Singapore. 
Two years in a large 
corporation. 
None. One year with a US bank 
as a credit analyst. 
Number of years in 
Family Business before 
succeeding to leadership 
5 years. 7 years. 2 years. 13 years. 8 years. 
 
